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Learning ASP.NET Core 2.0 Jason De Oliveira 2017-12-14 Learn how web applications can
be built efficiently using ASP.NET Core 2.0 and related frameworks About This Book Get to
grips with the new features and APIs introduced in ASP.NET Core 2.0 Leverage the MVC
framework and Entity Framework Core 2 to build efficient applications Learn to deploy your
web applications in new environments such as the cloud and Docker Who This Book Is For
This book is for developers who would like to build modern web applications with ASP.NET
Core 2.0. No prior knowledge of ASP.NET or .NET Core is required. However, basic
programming knowledge is assumed. Additionally, previous Visual Studio experience will be
helpful but is not required, since detailed instructions will guide through the samples of the
book.This book can also help people, who work in infrastructure engineering and operations,
to monitor and diagnose problems during the runtime of ASP.NET Core 2.0 web
applications. What You Will Learn Set up your development environment using Visual Studio
2017 and Visual Studio Code Create a fully automated continuous delivery pipeline using
Visual Studio Team Services Get to know the basic and advanced concepts of ASP.NET
Core 2.0 with detailed examples Build an MVC web application and use Entity Framework
Core 2 to access data Add Web APIs to your web applications using RPC, REST, and
HATEOAS Authenticate and authorize users with built-in ASP.NET Core 2.0 features Use
Azure, Amazon Web Services, and Docker to deploy and monitor your applications In Detail
The ability to develop web applications that are highly efficient but also easy to maintain has
become imperative to many businesses. ASP.NET Core 2.0 is an open source framework
from Microsoft, which makes it easy to build cross-platform web applications that are modern
and dynamic. This book will take you through all of the essential concepts in ASP.NET Core
2.0, so you can learn how to build powerful web applications. The book starts with a brief
introduction to the ASP.NET Core framework and the improvements made in the latest
release, ASP.NET Core 2.0. You will then build, test, and debug your first web application
very quickly. Once you understand the basic structure of ASP.NET Core 2.0 web
applications, you'll dive deeper into more complex concepts and scenarios. Moving on, we'll
explain how to take advantage of widely used frameworks such as Model View Controller
and Entity Framework Core 2 and you'll learn how to secure your applications. Finally, we'll

show you how to deploy and monitor your applications using Azure, AWS, and Docker. After
reading the book, you'll be able to develop efficient and robust web applications in ASP.NET
Core 2.0 that have high levels of customer satisfaction and adoption. Style and approach
Start an exciting journey to building high performance web applications using ASP.NET Core
2.0 and MVC
Professional ASP.NET 4 in C# and VB Bill Evjen 2010-03-08 This book was written to
introduce you to the features and capabilities that ASP.NET 4 offers, as well as to give you
an explanation of the foundation that ASP.NET provides. We assume you have a general
understanding of Web technologies, such as previous versions of ASP.NET, Active Server
Pages 2.0/3.0, or JavaServer Pages. If you understand the basics of Web programming, you
should not have much trouble following along with this book's content. If you are brand new
to ASP.NET, be sure to check out Beginning ASP.NET 4: In C# and VB by Imar Spaanjaars
(Wiley Publishing, Inc., 2010) to help you understand the basics. In addition to working with
Web technologies, we also assume that you understand basic programming constructs, such
as variables, For Each loops, and object-oriented programming. You may also be wondering
whether this book is for the Visual Basic developer or the C# developer. We are happy to
say that it is for both! When the code differs substantially, this book provides examples in
both VB and C#. This book explores the 4 release of ASP.NET. It covers each major new
feature included in ASP.NET 4 in detail. The following list tells you something about the
content of each chapter. Chapter 1, ?Application and Page Frameworks.? The first chapter
covers the frameworks of ASP.NET applications as well as the structure and frameworks
provided for single ASP.NET pages. This chapter shows you how to build ASP.NET
applications using IIS or the built-in Web server that comes with Visual Studio 2010. This
chapter also shows you the folders and files that are part of ASP.NET. It discusses ways to
compile code and shows you how to perform cross-page posting. This chapter ends by
showing you easy ways to deal with your classes from within Visual Studio 2010. Chapters
2, 3, and 4. These three chapters are grouped together because they all deal with server
controls. This batch of chapters starts by examining the idea of the server control and its
pivotal role in ASP.NET development. In addition to looking at the server control framework,
these chapters delve into the plethora of server controls that are at your disposal for
ASP.NET development projects. Chapter 2, ?ASP.NET Server Controls and Client-Side
Scripts,? looks at the basics of working with server controls. Chapter 3, ?ASP.NET Web
Server Controls,? covers the controls that have been part of the ASP.NET technology since
its initial release and the controls that have been added in each of the ASP.NET releases.
Chapter 4, ?Validation Server Controls,? describes a special group of server controls: those
for validation. Chapter 5, ?Working with Master Pages.? Master pages provide a means of
creating templated pages that enable you to work with the entire application, as opposed to
single pages. This chapter examines the creation of these templates and how to apply them
to your content pages throughout an ASP.NET application. Chapter 6, ?Themes and Skins.?
The Cascading Style Sheet files you are allowed to use in ASP.NET 1.0/1.1 are simply not
adequate in many regards, especially in the area of server controls. This chapter looks at
how to deal with the styles that your applications require and shows you how to create a
centrally managed look-and-feel for all the pages of your application by using themes and
the skin files that are part of a theme. Chapter 7, ?Data Binding.? One of the more important
tasks of ASP.NET is presenting data, and this chapter looks at the underlying capabilities
that enable you to work with the data programmatically before issuing the data to a control.
Chapter 8, ?Data Management with ADO.NET.? This chapter presents the ADO.NET data
model provided by ASP.NET, which allows you to handle the retrieval, updating, and

deleting of data quickly and logically. Chapter 9, ?Querying with LINQ.? The.NET
Framework 4 includes a nice access model language called LINQ. LINQ is a set of
extensions to the .NET Framework that encompass language-integrated query, set, and
transform operations. This chapter introduces you to LINQ and how to effectively use this
feature in your Web applications today. Chapter 10, ?Working with XML and LINQ to XML.?
The .NET Framework and ASP.NET 4 have many capabilities built into their frameworks that
enable you to easily extract, create, manipulate, and store XML. This chapter takes a close
look at the XML technologies built into ASP.NET and the underlying .NET Framework.
Chapter 11, ?Introduction to the Provider Model.? The provider model is built into ASP.NET
to make the lives of developers so much easier and more productive than ever before. This
chapter gives an overview of this provider model and how it is used throughout ASP.NET 4.
Chapter 12, ?Extending the Provider Model.? After an introduction of the provider model, this
chapter looks at some of the ways to extend the provider model found in ASP.NET 4. This
chapter also reviews a couple of sample extensions to the provider model. Chapter 13, ?Site
Navigation.? Most developers do not simply develop single pages—they build applications.
One of the application capabilities provided by ASP.NET 4 is the site navigation system
covered in this chapter. Chapter 14, ?Personalization.? Developers are always looking for
ways to store information pertinent to the end user. After it is stored, this personalization
data has to be persisted for future visits or for grabbing other pages within the same
application. The ASP.NET team developed a way to store this information—the ASP.NET
personalization system. The great thing about this system is that you configure the entire
behavior of the system from the web.config file. Chapter 15, ?Membership and Role
Management.? This chapter covers the membership and role management system
developed to simplify adding authentication and authorization to your ASP.NET applications.
This chapter focuses on using the web.config file for controlling how these systems are
applied, as well as on the server controls that work with the underlying systems. Chapter 16,
?Portal Frameworks and Web Parts.? This chapter explains Web Parts—a way of
encapsulating pages into smaller and more manageable objects. Chapter 17, ?HTML and
CSS Design with ASP.NET.? Visual Studio 2010 places a lot of focus on building a CSSbased Web. This chapter takes a close look at how you can effectively work with HTML and
CSS design for your ASP.NET applications. Chapter 18, ?ASP.NET AJAX.? AJAX is an
acronym for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. In Web application development, it signifies
the capability to build applications that make use of the XMLHttpRequest object. Visual
Studio 2010 contains the ability to build AJAX-enabled ASP.NET applications from the
default install of the IDE. This chapter takes a look at this way to build your applications.
Chapter 19, ?ASP.NET AJAX Control Toolkit.? Along with the capabilities to build ASP.NET
applications that make use of the AJAX technology, a series of controls is available to make
the task rather simple. This chapter takes a good look at the ASP.NET AJAX Control Toolkit
and how to use this toolkit with your applications today. Chapter 20, ?Security.? This chapter
discusses security beyond the membership and role management features provided by
ASP.NET 4. This chapter provides an in-depth look at the authentication and authorization
mechanics inherent in the ASP.NET technology, as well as HTTP access types and
impersonations. Chapter 21, ?State Management.? Because ASP.NET is a requestresponse–based technology, state management and the performance of requests and
responses take on significant importance. This chapter introduces these two separate but
important areas of ASP.NET development. Chapter 22, ?Caching.? Because of the requestresponse nature of ASP.NET, caching (storing previous generated results, images, and
pages) on the server becomes rather important to the performance of your ASP.NET

applications. This chapter looks at some of the advanced caching capabilities provided by
ASP.NET, including the SQL cache invalidation feature which is part of ASP.NET 4. This
chapter also takes a look at object caching and object caching extensibility. Chapter 23,
?Debugging and Error Handling.? This chapter tells you how to properly structure error
handling within your applications. It also shows you how to use various debugging
techniques to find errors that your applications might contain. Chapter 24, ?File I/O and
Streams.? This chapter takes a close look at working with various file types and streams that
might come into your ASP.NET applications. Chapter 25, ?User and Server Controls.? Not
only can you use the plethora of server controls that come with ASP.NET, but you can also
use the same framework these controls use and build your own. This chapter describes
building your own server controls and how to use them within your applications. Chapter 26,
?Modules and Handlers.? This chapter looks at two methods of manipulating the way
ASP.NET processes HTTP requests: HttpModule and HttpHandler. Each method provides a
unique level of access to the underlying processing of ASP.NET, and each can be a
powerful tool for creating Web applications. Chapter 27, "ASP.NET MVC." ASP.NET MVC is
the latest major addition to ASP.NET and has generated a lot of excitement from the
development community. ASP.NET MVC supplies you with the means to create ASP.NET
using the Model-View-Controller models that many developers expect. ASP.NET MVC
provides developers with the testability, flexibility, and maintainability in the applications they
build. It is important to remember that ASP.NET MVC is not meant to be a replacement to
the ASP.NET everyone knows and loves, but instead is simply a different way to construct
your applications. Chapter 28, ?Using Business Objects.? Invariably, you are going to have
components created with previous technologies that you do not want to rebuild but that you
do want to integrate into new ASP.NET applications. If this is the case, the .NET Framework
makes incorporating your previous COM components into your applications fairly simple and
straightforward. This chapter also shows you how to build .NET components instead of
turning to the previous COM component architecture. Chapter 29, ?ADO.NET Entity
Framework.? The inclusion of the ADO.NET Entity Framework in ASP.NET makes mapping
objects from the database to the objects within your code significantly simpler. Using Visual
Studio 2010, you are able to visually design your entity data models and then very easily
access these models from code allowing the ADO.NET Entity Framework to handle the
connections and transactions to the underlying database. Chapter 30, ?ASP.NET Dynamic
Data.? This feature in ASP.NET 4 allows you to quickly and easily put together a reporting
and data entry application from your database. You are also able to take these same
capabilities and incorporate them into a pre-existing application. Chapter 31, ?Working with
Services.? This chapter reveals the ease not only of building XML Web services, but
consuming them in an ASP.NET application. This chapter then ventures further by
describing how to build XML Web services that utilize SOAP headers and how to consume
this particular type of service. Another feature in ASP.NET, ADO.NET Data Services, allows
you to create a RESTful service layer using an Entity Data Model. Using this capability, you
can quickly set up a service layer that allows you to expose your content as AtomPub or
JSON, which will allow the consumer to completely interact with the underlying database.
Chapter 32, ?Building Global Applications.? ASP.NET provides an outstanding way to
address the internationalization of Web applications. Changes to the API, the addition of
capabilities to the server controls, and even Visual Studio itself equip you to do the extra
work required to more easily bring your application to an international audience. This chapter
looks at some of the important items to consider when building your Web applications for the
world. Chapter 33, ?Configuration.? This chapter teaches you to modify the capabilities and

behaviors of ASP.NET using the various configuration files at your disposal. Chapter 34,
?Instrumentation.? ASP.NET gives you greater capability to apply instrumentation
techniques to your applications. The ASP.NET Framework includes performance counters,
the capability to work with the Windows Event Tracing system, possibilities for application
tracing (covered in Chapter 23 of this book), and the most exciting part of this discussion—a
health monitoring system that allows you to log a number of different events over an
application's lifetime. This chapter takes an in-depth look at this health monitoring system.
Chapter 35, ?Administration and Management.? This chapter provides an overview of the
GUI tools that come with ASP.NET today that enable you to manage your Web applications
easily and effectively. Chapter 36, ?Packaging and Deploying ASP.NET Applications.? So
you have built an ASP.NET application—now what? This chapter takes the building process
one step further and shows you how to package your ASP.NET applications for easy
deployment. Many options are available for working with the installers and compilation model
to change what you are actually giving your customers. Appendix A, ?Migrating Older
ASP.NET Projects.? This appendix focuses on migrating ASP.NET 1.x, 2.0, or 3.5
applications to the 4 Framework. Appendix B, ?ASP.NET Ultimate Tools.? Based on Scott
Hanselman's annual Tools pick blog posting, many of the tools here will expedite your
development process and, in many cases, make you a better developer. Appendix C,
?Silverlight 3 and ASP.NET.? Silverlight is a means to build fluid applications using XAML.
This technology enables developers with really rich vector-based applications. Appendix D,
"Dynamic Types and Languages." As of the release of ASP.NET 4, you can now build your
Web applications using IronRuby and IronPython. This appendix takes a quick look at using
dynamic languages in building your Web applications. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Expert ASP.NET Web API 2 for MVC Developers Adam Freeman 2014-09-16 Web API 2 is
the latest evolution of Microsoft's web services toolkit, which allows the creation of RESTful
applications built on the ASP.NET platform. It provides a standards-based approach and a
high-productivity development model that makes it easy to deliver services to a wide-range
of clients, including mobile devices. This book puts Web API into context for the experienced
MVC Framework developer and dives deep into the tools and techniques required to build
Web API applications that integrate with the MVC Framework and shows you how to create
single-page applications to consume them. Best-selling author Adam Freeman explains how
to get the most from Web API 2 by building on the foundation of the MVC Framework and
the ASP.NET platform. He starts with the nuts-and-bolts and shows you everything through
to advanced features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need.
Effective REST Services via .NET Kenn Scribner 2009-04-17 Build Web Services Better and
Faster with RESTful Techniques and .NET Technologies Developers are rapidly discovering
the power of REST to simplify the development of even the most sophisticated Web
services–and today’s .NET platform is packed with tools for effective REST development.
Now, for the first time, there’s a complete, practical guide to building REST-based services
with .NET development technologies. Long-time .NET and Web services developers and
authors Kenn Scribner and Scott Seely explain why REST fits so smoothly into the Internet
ecosystem, why RESTful services are so much easier to build, what it means to be RESTful,
and how to identify behaviors that are not RESTful. Next, they review the core Internet
standards and .NET technologies used to develop RESTful solutions and show exactly how
to apply them on both the client and server side. Using detailed code examples, Scribner
and Seely begin with simple ASP.NET techniques, and then introduce increasingly powerful
options–including Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) and Microsoft’s cloud

computing initiative, Azure. Coverage includes • Accessing RESTful services from desktop
applications, using Windows Forms and WPF • Supporting Web client operations using
Silverlight 2.0, JavaScript, and other technologies • Understanding how IIS 7.0 processes
HTTP requests and using that knowledge to build better REST services • Constructing REST
services based on traditional ASP.NET constructs • Utilizing the ASP.NET MVC Framework
to implement RESTful services more effectively • Taking advantage of WCF 3.5’s powerful
REST-specific capabilities • Creating RESTful data views effortlessly with ADO.NET Data
Services • Leveraging Microsoft’s Azure cloud-computing platform to build innovative new
services • Choosing the right .NET technology for each REST application or service
ASP.NET Web API 2: Building a REST Service from Start to Finish Jamie Kurtz 2014-08-07
The ASP.NET MVC Framework has always been a good platform on which to implement
REST-based services, but the introduction of the ASP.NET Web API Framework raised the
bar to a whole new level. Now in release version 2.1, the Web API Framework has evolved
into a powerful and refreshingly usable platform. This concise book provides technical
background and guidance that will enable you to best use the ASP.NET Web API 2
Framework to build world-class REST services. New content in this edition includes: New
capabilities in Web API 2 (currently version 2.1). Support for partial updates, or PATCH. API
versioning. Support for legacy SOAP-based operations. How to handle non-resource APIs
using REST How to best expose relationships between resources JSON Web Tokens,
CORS, CSRF Get ready for authors Jamie Kurtz and Brian Wortman to take you from zero
to REST service hero in no time at all. No prior experience with ASP.NET Web API is
required; all Web API-related concepts are introduced from basic principles and developed
to the point where you can use them in a production system. A good working knowledge of
C# and the .NET Framework are the only prerequisites to best benefit from this book.
Expert F# 4.0 Don Syme 2015-12-31 Learn from F#'s inventor to become an expert in the
latest version of this powerful programming language so you can seamlessly integrate
functional, imperative, object-oriented, and query programming style flexibly and elegantly to
solve any programming problem. Expert F# 4.0 will help you achieve unrivaled levels of
programmer productivity and program clarity across multiple platforms including Windows,
Linux, Android, OSX, and iOS as well as HTML5 and GPUs. F# 4.0 is a mature, open
source, cross-platform, functional-first programming language which empowers users and
organizations to tackle complex computing problems with simple, maintainable, and robust
code. Expert F# 4.0 is: A comprehensive guide to the latest version of F# by the inventor of
the language A treasury of F# techniques for practical problem-solving An in-depth case
book of F# applications and F# 4.0 concepts, syntax, and features Written by F#'s inventor
and two major F# community members, Expert F# 4.0 is a comprehensive and in-depth
guide to the language and its use. Designed to help others become experts, the book quickly
yet carefully describes the paradigms supported by F# language, and then shows how to
use F# elegantly for a practical web, data, parallel and analytical programming tasks. The
world's experts in F# show you how to program in F# the way they do!
Mastering Angularjs for .Net Developers Mohammad Wadood Majid 2015-05-01
Enterprise Application Development with C# 10 and .NET 6 Ravindra Akella 2022-06-17 A
comprehensive guide to every important component of C# and .NET 6 required to build
robust enterprise web applications Key FeaturesExplore the advanced features of C# and
.NET 6 to enhance your code and productivityFollow clear and easy instructions for building
an end-to-end enterprise applicationLearn how to build scalable web applications and host
them on the cloudBook Description Building production-ready enterprise applications can be
a challenging task due to the overabundance of tools and their different versions that make

app development complex. This book simplifies the process with an end-to-end road map for
building enterprise applications from scratch using the latest features of .NET Core 6 and C#
10. Throughout the book, you'll work on creating an enterprise app, adding a key component
to the app with each chapter, before finally getting it ready for testing and deployment. You'll
learn concepts relating to advanced data structures, the Entity Framework Core, parallel
programming, and dependency injection. As you progress, you'll cover various
authentication and authorization schemes provided by .NET Core to make your apps and
APIs secure. The book then shows you how the latest Microsoft Visual Studio and C# 10
help you simplify developer tasks and shares tips and tricks in Visual Studio to improve your
productivity. You'll discover various testing techniques, such as unit testing and performance
testing, as well as different methods to deploy enterprise apps. By the end of this book, you'll
be able to create enterprise apps using the powerful features of .NET 6 and deploy them to
the cloud while working with various cloud components using Azure. What you will
learnDesign enterprise apps by making the most of the latest features of .NET 6Discover
different layers of an app, such as the data layer, API layer, and web layerExplore end-toend architecture by implementing an enterprise web app using .NET and C# 10 and
deploying it on AzureFocus on the core concepts of web application development and
implement them in .NET 6Integrate the new .NET 6 health and performance check APIs into
your appExplore MAUI and build an application targeting multiple platforms - Android, iOS,
and WindowsWho this book is for If you are a developer, architect, or senior programmer,
this book will show you how to leverage the features of .NET 6 and the C# language, as well
as help you grasp essential techniques to build your skills.
ASP.NET Core for Jobseekers Kemal Birer 2021-12-15 Learn to develop secure, optimized,
well-designed web applications in ASP.NET Core and get ready for job interviews. KEY
FEATURES ? Simplified demonstration of ASP.NET Core UI and service development, with
expert-led implementation. ? In-depth coverage on async programming, application security,
and performance optimization. ? Interview guide with extensive questions based on
concepts and techniques around application development. DESCRIPTION ASP.NET Core
for JobSeekers is a practical resource for application developers and web developers who
want to advance their careers. This book teaches you how to use ASP.NET Core to create
web applications without a prior understanding of web application development. We develop
our first web application and demonstrate how to execute, debug, and deploy them using
ASP.NET Core. We'll start by creating our first web pages with the Razor and then create a
simple phonebook application. Next, you will be exposed to the MVC design pattern and
explore the simplicity of developing web pages using Razor. Moving on, you learn to
construct and consume restful services with ASP.NET Core. Concepts and techniques
include async/await pattern, middlewares, programming a pipeline, redirecting requests, and
intercepting requests and responses. This book also houses dependency injection
techniques, action filters, accessing data using Entity Framework Core, and proven
approaches for creating databases. Toward the end, you'll learn about some of the most
important components, such as improving performance, choosing the right architecture for
an application program, and answering a slew of interview questions about ASP.NET Core
and application development. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Learn to set up the application
development environment around ASP.NET Core and other frameworks. ? Expert tips for
debugging and deploying ASP.NET Core projects. ? Create UI applications with Razor and
service APIs. ? Workaround middleware and filters for programming the ASP.NET Core
pipeline. ? Create asynchronous programming code and configure dependency injection
services. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR If you're interested in building cross-platform, web, and

cloud-native apps, you must learn ASP.NET Core and start building your programs. Readers
should have basic knowledge of HTML and C#. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Introduction to
ASP.NET Core 2. Setting Up the Development Environment 3. Running, Debugging, and
Deploying ASP.NET Core Applications 4. Introduction to HTTP, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
5. Developing ASP.NET Core web applications with Razor 6. Developing Restful services
with ASP.NET Core 7. Async/await pattern and middleware in ASP.NET Core 8.
Dependency injection and action filters in ASP.NET Core 9. State Management in ASP.NET
Core 10. Introducing Accessing Data with ASP.NET Core 11. Optimizing ASP.NET Core
Applications 12. Securing ASP.NET Core Applications 13. Introducing Software
Architectures 14. Landing a job
ASP.NET Core 2 and Angular 5 Valerio De Sanctis 2017-11-24 Develop a simple, yet fullyfunctional modern web application using ASP.NET Core MVC, Entity Framework and
Angular 5. About This Book Based on the best-selling book ASP.NET Core and Angular 2
Easily build a complete single page application with two of the most impressive frameworks
in modern development, ASP.NET Core and Angular Bring together the capabilities and
features of both Angular 5 and ASP.NET Core 2 for full stack development Discover a
comprehensive approach to building your next web project-From managing data, to
application design, through to SEO optimization and security Who This Book Is For This
book is for seasoned ASP.NET developers who already know about ASP.NET Core and
Angular in general, but want to know more about them and/or understand how to blend them
together to craft a production-ready SPA. What You Will Learn Use ASP.NET Core to its full
extent to create a versatile backend layer based on RESTful APIs Consume backend APIs
with the brand new Angular 5 HttpClient and use RxJS Observers to feed the frontend UI
asynchronously Implement an authentication and authorization layer using ASP.NET Identity
to support user login with integrated and third-party OAuth 2 providers Configure a web
application in order to accept user-defined data and persist it into the database using serverside APIs Secure your application against threats and vulnerabilities in a time efficient way
Connect different aspects of the ASP. NET Core framework ecosystem and make them
interact with each other for a Full-Stack web development experience In Detail Become
fluent in both frontend and backend web development by combining the impressive
capabilities of ASP.NET Core 2 and Angular 5 from project setup right through the
deployment phase. Full-stack web development means being able to work on both the
frontend and backend portions of an application. The frontend is the part that users will see
or interact with, while the backend is the underlying engine, that handles the logical flow:
server configuration, data storage and retrieval, database interactions, user authentication,
and more. Use the ASP.NET Core MVC framework to implement the backend with API calls
and server-side routing. Learn how to put the frontend together using top-notch Angular 5
features such as two-way binding, Observables, and Dependency Injection, build the Data
Model with Entity Framework Core, style the frontend with CSS/LESS for a responsive and
mobile-friendly UI, handle user input with Forms and Validators, explore different
authentication techniques, including the support for third-party OAuth2 providers such as
Facebook, and deploy the application using Windows Server, SQL Server, and the
IIS/Kestrel reverse proxy. Style and approach More than just a technical manual, this guide
takes you through the most important technical facets of developing with these two hugely
popular frameworks and then demonstrates how to put those skills into practice. It's a book
that recognizes that what's really important is the end product.
Practical ASP.NET Web API Badrinarayanan Lakshmiraghavan 2013-08-19 Practical
ASP.NET Web API provides you with a hands-on and code-focused demonstration of the

ASP.NET Web API in action. From the very beginning, you'll be writing working code in order
to see best practices and concepts in action. As the book progresses, the concepts and
code will become more sophisticated. Beginning with an overview of the web service model
in general and Web API in particular, you'll progress quickly to a detailed exploration of the
request binding and response formatting that lie at the heart of Web API. You'll investigate
various scenarios and see how they can be manipulated to achieve the results you need.
Later in the book more sophisticated themes will be introduced that will set your applications
apart from the crowd. You’ll learn how you can validate the request messages on arrival,
how you can create loosely coupled controllers, extend the pipeline processing to
compartmentalize your code for security and unit testing before being put onto a live hosting
server. What you’ll learn What ASP.NET Web API is and how it can be used effectively
Ways to optimize your code for readability and performance What controller dependencies
are and why they matter How to maintain robust security across your projects Reliable bestpractices for using Web API in a professional context Who this book is for The book is ideal
for any .NET developer who wants to learn how the ASP.NET Web API framework works in
a realistic setting. A good working knowledge of C# and the .NET framework and a familiarity
with Visual Studio are the only pre-requisites to benefit from this book Table of Contents
Building a Basic Web API Debugging HTTP Formatting CLR Objects into HTTP Response
Customizing Response Binding HTTP Request into CLR Objects Validating Request
Managing Controller Dependencies Extending Pipeline Hosting ASP.NET Web API Securing
ASP.NET Web API Consuming ASP.NET Web API Building Performant Web API
C# 9 and .NET 5 – Modern Cross-Platform Development Mark J. Price 2020-11-10
Publisher's Note: Microsoft will stop supporting .NET 5 in early May 2022. A new edition of
this book is available that uses .NET 6 (an LTS release with support up until November
2024), C# 10, and Visual Studio 2022, as well as Visual Studio Code. Key Features •
Explore the newest additions to C# 9, the .NET 5 class library, Entity Framework Core and
Blazor • Strengthen your command of ASP.NET Core 5.0 and create professional websites
and services • Build cross-platform apps for Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS, and Android
Book Description In C# 9 and .NET 5 – Modern Cross-Platform Development, Fifth Edition,
expert teacher Mark J. Price gives you everything you need to start programming C#
applications. This latest edition uses the popular Visual Studio Code editor to work across all
major operating systems. It is fully updated and expanded with a new chapter on the
Microsoft Blazor framework. The book's first part teaches the fundamentals of C#, including
object-oriented programming and new C# 9 features such as top-level programs, targettyped new object instantiation, and immutable types using the record keyword. Part 2 covers
the .NET APIs, for performing tasks like managing and querying data, monitoring and
improving performance, and working with the file system, async streams, serialization, and
encryption. Part 3 provides examples of cross-platform apps you can build and deploy, such
as websites and services using ASP.NET Core or mobile apps using Xamarin.Forms. The
best type of application for learning the C# language constructs and many of the .NET
libraries is one that does not distract with unnecessary application code. For that reason, the
C# and .NET topics covered in Chapters 1 to 13 feature console applications. In Chapters 14
to 20, having mastered the basics of the language and libraries, you will build practical
applications using ASP.NET Core, Model-View-Controller (MVC), and Blazor. By the end of
the book, you will have acquired the understanding and skills you need to use C# 9 and
.NET 5 to create websites, services, and mobile apps. What you will learn • Build your own
types with object-oriented programming • Query and manipulate data using LINQ • Build
websites and services using ASP.NET Core 5 • Create intelligent apps using machine

learning • Use Entity Framework Core and work with relational databases • Discover
Windows app development using the Universal Windows Platform and XAML • Build rich
web experiences using the Blazor framework • Build mobile applications for iOS and Android
using Xamarin.Forms Who this book is for This book is best for C# and .NET beginners, or
programmers who have worked with C# in the past but feel left behind by the changes in the
past few years. This book doesn’t expect you to have any C# or .NET experience; however,
you should have a general understanding of programming. Students and professionals with
a science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) background can certainly
benefit from this book. Table of Contents • Hello, C#! Welcome, .NET Core! • Speaking C# •
Controlling Flow and Converting Types • Writing, Debugging, and Testing Functions •
Building Your Own Types with Object-Oriented Programming • Implementing Interfaces and
Inheriting Classes • Understanding and Packaging .NET Types • Working with Common
.NET Types • Working with Files, Streams, and Serialization (N.B. Please use the Look
Inside option to see further chapters) Review "Mark Price's extraordinary book covers every
aspect of C# 9 and .NET 5. It is filled with step-by-step demonstrations and will be of
tremendous value both to those who want to learn C# and to more experienced C#
programmers making the transition to C# 9. Highly recommended!" -- Jesse Liberty - author
of Programming C# and Learning C# (O'Reilly Media)
Angular 2 Ui Development -. 2016
C# 7 and .NET: Designing Modern Cross-platform Applications Mark J. Price 2018-12-21
Explore C# and the .NET Core framework to create applications and optimize them with
ASP.NET Core 2 Key FeaturesGet to grips with multi-threaded, concurrent, and
asynchronous programming in C# and .NET CoreDevelop modern, cross-platform
applications with .NET Core 2.0 and C# 7.0Create efficient web applications with ASP.NET
Core 2.Book Description C# is a widely used programming language, thanks to its easy
learning curve, versatility, and support for modern paradigms. The language is used to
create desktop apps, background services, web apps, and mobile apps. .NET Core is open
source and compatible with Mac OS and Linux. There is no limit to what you can achieve
with C# and .NET Core. This Learning Path begins with the basics of C# and object-oriented
programming (OOP) and explores features of C#, such as tuples, pattern matching, and out
variables. You will understand.NET Standard 2.0 class libraries and ASP.NET Core 2.0, and
create professional websites, services, and applications. You will become familiar with
mobile app development using Xamarin.Forms and learn to develop high-performing
applications by writing optimized code with various profiling techniques. By the end of C# 7
and .NET: Designing Modern Cross-platform Applications, you will have all the knowledge
required to build modern, cross-platform apps using C# and .NET. This Learning Path
includes content from the following Packt products: C# 7.1 and .NET Core 2.0 - Modern
Cross-Platform Development - Third Edition by Mark J. PriceC# 7 and .NET Core 2.0 High
Performance by Ovais Mehboob Ahmed KhanWhat you will learnExplore ASP.NET Core to
create professional web applicationsMaster OOP with C# to increase code reusability and
efficiencyProtect your data using encryption and hashingMeasure application performance
using BenchmarkDotNetUse design techniques to increase your application’s
performanceLearn memory management techniques in .NET CoreUnderstand tools and
techniques to monitor application performanceWho this book is for This Learning Path is
designed for developers who want to gain a solid foundation in C# and .NET Core, and want
to build cross-platform applications. To gain maximum benefit from this Learning Path, you
must have basic knowledge of C#.
Computerworld 2006-10-09 For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading

source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused
conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media
network.
ASP.NET Core: Cloud-ready, Enterprise Web Application Development Mugilan T. S.
Ragupathi 2017-06-09 Create fast, scalable, and high-performance applications with C# and
ASP.NET Core About This Book Get first-principle coverage of the latest ASP.NET Core
MVC Find out how to bring together the capabilities and features of both Angular 2 and
ASP.NET Core Discover common areas you might encounter performance problems with
and areas you don't need to worry about Who This Book Is For This book is for developers
who want to learn to build web applications using ASP.NET Core, those who want to make a
career building web applications using Microsoft technology, and those who are working on
other web frameworks and want to learn ASP.NET Core. What You Will Learn Get to know
the concepts of ASP.NET MVC Create a Controller with action methods Build a view using
several features of the Razor View engine Construct a Model for ASP.NET Core MVC
application Find out how the features of ASP.NET Core and Angular 2 perfectly complement
each other Handle requests and actions using server-side and client-side Routing Create a
Data Model using Entity Framework Core Learn how to use Angular 2 components and
master directives Improve performance at the network level and I/O level, and how to
optimize the application as a whole Monitor performance as part of Continuous Integration
and regression testing In Detail ASP.NET Core is the new, open source, and cross-platform,
web-application framework from Microsoft. ASP.NET Core MVC helps you build robust web
applications using the Model-View-Controller design. This guide will help you in building
applications that can be deployed on non-Windows platforms such as Linux. Starting with an
overview of the MVC pattern, you will quickly dive into the aspects that you need to know to
get started with ASP.NET. You will learn about the core architecture of model, view, and
control. Integrating your application with Bootstrap, validating user input, interacting with
databases, and deploying your application are some of the things that you will learn to
execute with this fast-paced guide. You will test your knowledge as you build a fully working
sample application using the skills you've learned throughout the book. Moving forward, this
guide will teach you to combine the impressive capabilities of ASP.NET Core and Angular 2.
Not only will you learn how Angular 2 can complement your .NET skills and toolkit, you'll also
learn everything you need to build a complete, dynamic single-page application. Find out
how to get your data model in place and manage an API, before styling and designing your
frontend for an exceptional user experience. You will find out how to optimize your
application for SEO, identify and secure vulnerabilities, and how to successfully deploy and
maintain your application. From here, you will delve into the latest frameworks and software
design patterns to improve your application performance. The course offers premium, highly
practical content on the recently released ASP.NET Core, and includes material from the
following Packt books: Learning ASP.NET Core MVC Programming, ASP.NET Core and
Angular 2, and ASP.NET Core 1.0 High Performance. Style and approach This learning path
takes a first-principles approach to help you understand and implement ASP.NET MVC
solutions.
Microservices Eberhard Wolff 2018-07-25 Eine Microservices-Architektur unterteilt SoftwareSysteme in eine Vielzahl kleiner Dienste, die unabhängig voneinander in Produktion
gebracht werden können. Jedes Team arbeitet dabei an seinen Microservices und ist
weitgehend entkoppelt von anderen Teams, das erlaubt eine einfache Skalierung agiler
Prozesse. Die Aufteilung in Microservices schützt gegen den Verfall der Architektur, sodass

die Systeme auch langfristig wartbar bleiben. Zudem können Legacy-Systeme durch
Microservices ergänzt werden, ohne dabei den alten Code zu ändern. Und auch Continuous
Delivery ist einfacher umsetzbar. Eberhard Wolff bietet Ihnen in diesem Buch eine
umfangreiche Einführung in das Thema Microservices. Dabei geht es u.a. um: Vor- und
Nachteile des Microservice-Ansatzes Microservices vs. SOA Die übergreifende Architektur
von Microservice-Systemen Die Architektur einzelner Services Auswirkungen auf
Projektorganisation, Betrieb, Testen und Deployment Nanoservices Das Buch erläutert
technologieneutrale Konzepte und Architekturen, die mit verschiedenen Technologien
umgesetzt werden können. Als Beispiel für einen konkreten Technologie-Stack wird Java mit
Spring Boot, dem Netflix-Stack und Spring Cloud gezeigt. Anhand von vielen Beispielen und
konkreten Szenarien lernen Sie, wie Microservices möglichst gewinnbringend genutzt
werden können. Außerdem erhalten Sie Anregungen, das Gelernte durch eigene
Experimente weiter zu vertiefen. In der zweiten Auflage wurde der Abschnitt zu DomainDriven Design komplett überarbeitet. Erweitert wurde die beispielhafte Beschreibung von
Microservices-Technologien: Neben dem Netflix-Stack werden nun auch Alternativen
erwähnt. Außerdem wurden die Essays zur Evolution von Microservices und zu
Microservices in der Amazon Cloud aktualisiert.
Pro ASP.NET MVC 2 Framework Steven Sanderson 2011-01-10 Author Steven Sanderson
has seen the ASP.NET MVC Framework mature from the start, so his experience, combined
with comprehensive coverage of all the new features, including those in the official MVC
development toolkit, offers the clearest understanding of how this exciting new framework
can improve your coding efficiency. With this book, you’ll gain invaluable up-to-date
knowledge of security, deployment, and interoperability challenges. The ASP.NET MVC 2
Framework introduces a radical high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner
code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the
benefits of ASP.NET 3.5. In this book, the core model-view-controller (MVC) architectural
concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation, but are demonstrated in action.
You’ll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e-commerce web application
that combines ASP.NET MVC with C# language features and unit-testing best practices. By
gaining this invaluable, practical experience, you’ll discover MVC’s strengths and
weaknesses for yourself—and put your best-learned theory into practice.
Microservices in .NET, Second Edition Christian Gammelgaard 2021-11-23 Microservices in
.NET Core, Second Edition is a comprehensive guide to building microservice applications
using the .NET stack. After a crystal-clear introduction to the microservices architectural
style, it teaches you practical microservices development skills using MVC Core and
ASP.NET Core. This second edition of the bestselling original has been revised with up-todate tools for the .NET ecosystem, and more new coverage of scoping microservices and
deploying to Kubernetes. about the technology Microservice applications are built by
connecting single-capability, autonomous components that communicate via APIs.
Microservice architectures boost productivity, support Agile workflows, and decrease the
risks of catastrophic failures. However, they can be a big challenge to develop, as they
demand clearly defined interfaces and reliable infrastructure. Luckily for developers,
Microsoft''s own MVC Core and ASP.NET Core frameworks help manage the tricky API and
simplify the task of building microservice-based applications. about the book Microservices in
.NET Core, Second Edition provides a complete guide to building microservice applications.
You''ll start by getting to grips with the unique architectural style of microservices, explained
in a way that''s clear and accessible. You''ll move on quickly to practical development skills
for building your own microservices using MVC Core and ASP.NET Core, working on real-

world projects such as an ecommerce shopping cart. You''ll design and build individual
services in C# and learn how to compose them into a simple but functional application back
end. In brand-new coverage for the second edition, you''ll also learn about scoping
microservices and how to handle the complexities of deploying to Kubernetes. Along the
way, you''ll address production and operations concerns like monitoring, logging, and
security. what''s inside Build scalable microservices that are reliable in production Optimized
microservices for continuous delivery Design event-based collaboration between
microservices Deploy microservices to Kubernetes Set up Kubernetes in Azure about the
reader This book is written for C# developers. No previous experience with microservices
required. about the author Christian Horsdal is an independent consultant with 20 years of
experience building systems from large scale microservice systems to tiny embedded
systems--and lots of stuff in between. He is a .NET expert, author of the books Microservices
in .NET Core and Instant Nancy Web Development, a trainer, and an occasional open
source contributor.
Microservices in .NET, Second Edition Christian Horsdal Gammelgaard 2021-11-23
Microservices in .NET, Second Edition teaches you to build and deploy microservices using
ASP.NET and Azure services. Summary In Microservices in .NET, Second Edition you will
learn how to: Build scalable microservices that are reliable in production Optimize
microservices for continuous delivery Design event-based collaboration between
microservices Deploy microservices to Kubernetes Set up Kubernetes in Azure
Microservices in .NET, Second Edition is a comprehensive guide to building microservice
applications using the .NET stack. After a crystal-clear introduction to the microservices
architectural style, it teaches you practical microservices development skills using ASP.NET.
This second edition of the bestselling original has been revised with up-to-date tools for the
.NET ecosystem, and more new coverage of scoping microservices and deploying to
Kubernetes. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Microservice architectures connect
independent components that must work together as a system. Integrating new technologies
like Docker and Kubernetes with Microsoft’s familiar ASP.NET framework and Azure cloud
platform enables .NET developers to create and manage microservices efficiently. About the
book Microservices in .NET, Second Edition teaches you to build and deploy microservices
using ASP.NET and Azure services. It lays out microservice architecture simply, and then
guides you through several real-world projects, such as building an ecommerce shopping
cart. In this fully revised edition, you’ll learn about scoping microservices, deploying to
Kubernetes, and operations concerns like monitoring, logging, and security. What's inside
Optimize microservices for continuous delivery Design event-based collaboration between
microservices Deploy microservices to Kubernetes Set up Kubernetes in Azure About the
reader For C# developers. No experience with microservices required. About the author
Christian Horsdal is an independent consultant with more than 20 years of experience
building projects from large-scale microservice systems to tiny embedded systems. Table of
Contents PART 1 GETTING STARTED WITH MICROSERVICES 1 Microservices at a
glance 2 A basic shopping cart microservice 3 Deploying a microservice to Kubernetes
PART 2 BUILDING MICROSERVICES 4 Identifying and scoping microservices 5
Microservice collaboration 6 Data ownership and data storage 7 Designing for robustness 8
Writing tests for microservices PART 3 HANDLING CROSS-CUTTING CONCERNS:
BUILDING A REUSABLE MICROSERVICE PLATFORM 9 Cross-cutting concerns:
Monitoring and logging 10 Securing microservice-to-microservice communication 11 Building
a reusable microservice platform PART 4 BUILDING APPLICATIONS 12 Creating

applications over microservices
Expert Angular Mathieu Nayrolles 2017-07-31 Learn everything you need to build highly
scalable, robust web applications using Angular release 4 About This Book Apply best
practices and design patterns to achieve higher scalability in your Angular applications
Understand the latest features of Angular and create your own components Get acquainted
with powerful, advanced techniques in Angular to build professional web applications Who
This Book Is For This book is for JavaScript developers with some prior exposure to Angular,
at least through basic examples. We assume that you've got working knowledge of HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript. What You Will Learn Implement asynchronous programming using
Angular Beautify your application with the UI components built to the material design
specification Secure your web application from unauthorized users Create complex forms,
taking full advantage of 2-way data binding Test your Angular applications using the Jasmine
and Protractor frameworks for better efficiency Learn how to integrate Angular with Bootstrap
to create compelling web applications Use Angular built-in classes to apply animation in your
app In Detail Got some experience of Angular under your belt? Want to learn everything
about using advanced features for developing websites? This book is everything you need
for the deep understanding of Angular that will set you apart from the developer crowd.
Angular has introduced a new way to build applications. Creating complex and rich web
applications, with a lighter resource footprint, has never been easier or faster. Angular is now
at release 4, with significant changes through previous versions. This book has been written
and tested for Angular release 4. Angular is a mature technology, and you'll likely have
applications built with earlier versions. This book starts by showing you best practices and
approaches to migrating your existing Angular applications so that you can be immediately
up-to-date. You will take an in-depth look at components and see how to control the user
journey in your applications by implementing routing and navigation. You will learn how to
work with asynchronous programming by using Observables. To easily build applications
that look great, you will learn all about template syntax and how to beautify applications with
Material Design. Mastering forms and data binding will further speed up your application
development time. Learning about managing services and animations will help you to
progressively enhance your applications. Next you'll use native directives to integrate
Bootstrap with Angular. You will see the best ways to test your application with the leading
options such as Jasmine and Protractor. At the end of the book, you'll learn how to apply
design patterns in Angular, and see the benefits they will bring to your development. Style
and approach This book provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of development
with Angular. You will learn about all the most powerful Angular concepts, with examples and
best practices. This book is everything you need for the deep understanding of Angular that
will set you apart from the developer crowd.
Buenos días, Kuba Landolf Scherzer 2018-05-24 Landolf Scherzer hat bei Reisen den Zufall
auf seiner Seite. Kaum ist er auf Kuba, stirbt Fidel Castro, und er erlebt er ein Land im
Ausnahmezustand. Um so drängender wird die Frage, wie die Ideale der Revolution in der
Gegenwart bestehen. Wer in Kuba viel fragt, dem wird wenig erlaubt, lernt Scherzer schon
am ersten Tag in Havanna. Also macht er es bei seinen Recherchen wie die Kubaner, er
geht Umwege und improvisiert. Jede Busfahrt, jeder Einkauf, jeder Spaziergang beschert
ihm überraschende Begegnungen und Lebensberichte. Er bewundert, wie unkonventionell
die Kubaner den problematischen Alltag meistern und wie ungebrochen der Stolz auf die
Revolution und ihre Errungenschaften ist. Aber mit Schlitzohrigkeit und Optimismus allein
lassen sich die Konflikte, die die Öffnung Kubas mit sich bringt, nicht lösen. Was also muss

bewahrt, was soll verändert werden?
Clean Code - Refactoring, Patterns, Testen und Techniken für sauberen Code Robert C.
Martin 2013-12-18 h2> Kommentare, Formatierung, Strukturierung Fehler-Handling und UnitTests Zahlreiche Fallstudien, Best Practices, Heuristiken und Code Smells Clean Code Refactoring, Patterns, Testen und Techniken für sauberen Code Aus dem Inhalt: Lernen Sie,
guten Code von schlechtem zu unterscheiden Sauberen Code schreiben und schlechten
Code in guten umwandeln Aussagekräftige Namen sowie gute Funktionen, Objekte und
Klassen erstellen Code so formatieren, strukturieren und kommentieren, dass er bestmöglich
lesbar ist Ein vollständiges Fehler-Handling implementieren, ohne die Logik des Codes zu
verschleiern Unit-Tests schreiben und Ihren Code testgesteuert entwickeln Selbst schlechter
Code kann funktionieren. Aber wenn der Code nicht sauber ist, kann er ein
Entwicklungsunternehmen in die Knie zwingen. Jedes Jahr gehen unzählige Stunden und
beträchtliche Ressourcen verloren, weil Code schlecht geschrieben ist. Aber das muss nicht
sein. Mit Clean Code präsentiert Ihnen der bekannte Software-Experte Robert C. Martin ein
revolutionäres Paradigma, mit dem er Ihnen aufzeigt, wie Sie guten Code schreiben und
schlechten Code überarbeiten. Zusammen mit seinen Kollegen von Object Mentor destilliert
er die besten Praktiken der agilen Entwicklung von sauberem Code zu einem einzigartigen
Buch. So können Sie sich die Erfahrungswerte der Meister der Software-Entwicklung
aneignen, die aus Ihnen einen besseren Programmierer machen werden – anhand konkreter
Fallstudien, die im Buch detailliert durchgearbeitet werden. Sie werden in diesem Buch sehr
viel Code lesen. Und Sie werden aufgefordert, darüber nachzudenken, was an diesem Code
richtig und falsch ist. Noch wichtiger: Sie werden herausgefordert, Ihre professionellen Werte
und Ihre Einstellung zu Ihrem Beruf zu überprüfen. Clean Code besteht aus drei Teilen:Der
erste Teil beschreibt die Prinzipien, Patterns und Techniken, die zum Schreiben von
sauberem Code benötigt werden. Der zweite Teil besteht aus mehreren, zunehmend
komplexeren Fallstudien. An jeder Fallstudie wird aufgezeigt, wie Code gesäubert wird – wie
eine mit Problemen behaftete Code-Basis in eine solide und effiziente Form umgewandelt
wird. Der dritte Teil enthält den Ertrag und den Lohn der praktischen Arbeit: ein
umfangreiches Kapitel mit Best Practices, Heuristiken und Code Smells, die bei der
Erstellung der Fallstudien zusammengetragen wurden. Das Ergebnis ist eine Wissensbasis,
die beschreibt, wie wir denken, wenn wir Code schreiben, lesen und säubern. Dieses Buch
ist ein Muss für alle Entwickler, Software-Ingenieure, Projektmanager, Team-Leiter oder
Systemanalytiker, die daran interessiert sind, besseren Code zu produzieren. Über den
Autor: Robert C. »Uncle Bob« Martin entwickelt seit 1970 professionell Software. Seit 1990
arbeitet er international als Software-Berater. Er ist Gründer und Vorsitzender von Object
Mentor, Inc., einem Team erfahrener Berater, die Kunden auf der ganzen Welt bei der
Programmierung in und mit C++, Java, C#, Ruby, OO, Design Patterns, UML sowie Agilen
Methoden und eXtreme Programming helfen.
Building Web Services with Microsoft Azure Alex Belotserkovskiy 2015-05-27 If you are a
.NET developer who wants to develop end-to-end RESTful applications in the cloud, then
this book is for you. A working knowledge of C# will help you get the most out of this book.
Entwurfsmuster Erich Gamma 2004
Moderne Webanwendungen für .NET-Entwickler Holger Schwichtenberg 2018-10-01 Auch in
der .NET-Welt werden immer mehr Web- und Cross-Plattformanwendungen mit HTML,
CSS, JavaScript/TypeScript und SPA-Frameworks clientseitig programmiert, während auf
dem Server ASP.NET oder ASP.NET Core zum Einsatz kommt. Das erfahrene IT-Visions.deExpertenteam um Dr. Holger Schwichtenberg zeigt, wie Sie mit diesem Technikmix moderne
Single-Page-Webanwendungen und mobile Cross-Platform-Apps realisieren. Es liefert

Praxiswissen für Entwickler, die bislang Windows-Desktop-Anwendungen entwickelt haben
oder nur mit älteren ASP.NET-Konzepten (Webforms) vertraut sind. Das Buch deckt ein
umfassendes Themenspektrum ab: Web-Basiswissen: HTML und CSS, das Framework
Bootstrap, das von CSS abstrahiert und von Microsoft in den Projektvorlagen für ASP.NET
und ASP.NET Core eingesetzt wird. Webserverprogrammierung mit ASP.NET: das
klassische Framework ASP.NET Model-View-Controller (MVC) und das klassische Web API
ASP.NET sowie ASP.NET SignalR, die auf dem .NET Framework 4.x und nur auf WindowsSystemen laufen. Webserverprogrammierung mit ASP.NET Core: das neue ASP.NET Core
inklusive WebAPI und SignalR Core, das auf dem Windows-basierten .NET "Full"
Framework 4.x oder dem plattformneutralen .NET Core läuft. Inklusive einer Fallstudie zu
Microservices mit ASP.NET Core Web API und RabbitMQ. Web-Client-Programmierung:
Einführungen in die Programmiersprachen JavaScript und TypeScript und die Single-PageWeb-Frameworks Angular und React sowie ASP.NET Blazor, das auf C# aufbauende SPAFramework. Hosting von ASP.NET und ASP.NET Core: Self-Hosting sowie Hosting in den
Internet Information Services (IIS), in Docker-Containern und über den Microsoft-CloudDienst Azure. Das Fallbeispiel MiracleList: komplettes Fallbeispiel einer modernen
Webanwendung, bestehend aus einem Backend (C# mit ASP.NET Core), einem WebFrontend (TypeScript mit Angular) sowie Cross-Platform-Apps für Linux, macOS, Windows,
Android und iOS (mithilfe von Electron und Cordova aus dem Web-Frontend erzeugt).
Bonuskapitel: Sie erhalten zusätzlich drei Kapitel zu React, Open Web Interface for .NET
(OWIN) / Katana und ASP.NET Sicherheit als kostenloses PDF zum Herunterladen.
ASP.NET en C# con Visual Studio 2013 Brice-Arnaud Guérin 2014 "Este libro está dirigido a
los desarrolladores, arquitectos y administradores que deseen adoptar un enfoque
profesional en la realización de aplicaciones Web sacando el máximo provecho de
ASP.NET (versión 4.5.1 en el momento de escribir estas líneas). Acompaña al lector en un
estudio completo de la tecnología ASP.NET y de Visual Studio 2013. Cada tema se aborda
con ejemplos prácticos y útiles, que se proveen en C#. El lector comenzará con Visual
Studio y sus herramientas (depuración, refactoring, pruebas unitarias, pruebas de interfaz
gráfica,...) y la evolución del lenguaje C#. El segundo capítulo describe el funcionamiento de
las aplicaciones IIS y explica cómo realizar módulos específicos para el servidor Web. La
obra estudia con profundidad los Web forms, AJAX, JQuery, y proporciona componentes
personalizados para crear gráficos. Los sitios MVC y sus desarrollos SPA y Web API se
presentan con ejemplos prácticos. Los siguientes capítulos elaboran soluciones que aportan
rapidez al desarrollo y mejor rendimiento en el acceso a las bases de datos ADO.NET,
especialmente con los nuevos componentes basados en LINQ y entity framework y los
estados Reporting Services. A continuación, se describe la securización unificada de los
sitios Web (con Google) y la personalización de la navegación (Web Part y servicios Web
WCF, REST). El último capítulo describe la puesta en producción con ASP.NET y la
infraestructura de supervisión Health Monitoring. Los ejemplos de código del libro pueden
descargarse del sitio web www.ediciones-eni.com. Los capítulos del libro: Prólogo - Visual
Studio 2013 y .NET 4.5.1 - Los sitios web ASP.NET 4.5.1 - Los Web Forms - Los sitios web
MVC - El acceso a datos con ADO.NET 4.5.1 - Gestión del estado - Personalización y
securización - Los servicios Web WCF y REST - Configuración, despliegue y administración
" -- ENI Ediciones.
Java in a nutshell David Flanagan 2003
Data-Centric Business and Applications Dmytro Ageyev 2020-01-03 Building on the authors’
previous work, this book addresses key processes and procedures used in information/data
processing and management. Modern methods of business information processing, which

draw on artificial intelligence, big data, and cloud-based storage and processing, are
opening exciting new opportunities for doing business on the basis of information
technologies. Thus, in this third book, the authors continue to explore various aspects –
technological as well as business and social – of the information industries. Further, they
analyze the challenges and opportunities entailed by these kinds of business.
Mastering Entity Framework Core 2.0 Prabhakaran Anbazhagan 2017-12-15 Learn how to
leverage the features of the new Entity Framework Core APIs and use them to build pure
.NET Core applications.About This Book* Learn how to effectively manage your database to
make it more productive and maintainable.* Write simplified queries using LINQ to acquire
the desired data easily* Raise the abstraction level from data to objects so teams can
function independently, resulting in easily maintainable codeWho This Book Is ForThis book
is for .NET Core developers who would like to integrate EF Core in their application. Prior
knowledge of .NET Core and C# is assumed.What You Will Learn* Create databases and
perform CRUD operations on them* Understand and build relationships (related to entities,
keys, and properties)* Understand in-built, custom, and remote validation (both client and
server side)* You will learn to handle concurrency to build responsive applications* You will
handle transactions and multi-tenancy while also improving performanceIn DetailBeing able
to create and maintain data-oriented applications has become crucial in modern
programming. This is why Microsoft came up with Entity Framework so architects can
optimize storage requirements while also writing efficient and maintainable application code.
This book is a comprehensive guide that will show how to utilize the power of the Entity
Framework to build efficient .NET Core applications. It not only teaches all the fundamentals
of Entity Framework Core but also demonstrates how to use it practically so you can
implement it in your software development.The book is divided into three modules. The first
module focuses on building entities and relationships. Here you will also learn about different
mapping techniques, which will help you choose the one best suited to your application
design. Once you have understood the fundamentals of the Entity Framework, you will move
on to learn about validation and querying in the second module. It will also teach you how to
execute raw SQL queries and extend the Entity Framework to leverage Query Objects using
the Query Object Pattern. The final module of the book focuses on performance optimization
and managing the security of your application. You will learn to implement failsafe
mechanisms using concurrency tokens. The book also explores row-level security and
multitenant databases in detail.By the end of the book, you will be proficient in implementing
Entity Framework on your .NET Core applications.Style and approachThis book is filled with
various examples that will help you use Entity Framework Core 2.0 to write efficient software.
Moderne Webanwendungen mit ASP.NET MVC und JavaScript Manfred Steyer 2014 Wer
sich die Erstellung moderner Webanwendungen auf die Fahnen geheftet hat, muss eine
Vielzahl an client- und serverseitigen Technologien kombinieren. Dieses Buch hilft Ihnen
dabei, indem es auf die Technologien ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Web API, ASP.NET
SignalR, Entity Framework sowie auf JavaScript-Frameworks, wie AngularJS, eingeht und
deren Zusammenspiel erläutert. Daneben bespricht es ausgewählte, für die Entwicklung von
Anwendungen interessante HTML-5-APIs, darunter die Browser-Datenbank IndexedDb und
den Application Cache zur Bereitstellung offlinefähiger Web-Anwendungen. Auch die
Themen Authentifizierung und Autorisierung kommen nicht zu kurz: Neben klassischen
Möglichkeiten zum Umgang mit Benutzern werden zeitgemäße, auf OAuth 2.0 und OpenId
Connect basierende Security-Szenarien ausführlich behandelt. In diesem Zusammenhang
beschreiben die Autoren auch die Umsetzung von Single-Sign-On-Szenarien mit

firmeninternen sowie öffentlichen Login-in-Providern wie Google, Facebook oder Twitter.
Professional ASP.NET MVC 5 Jon Galloway 2014-07-15 ASP.NET MVC insiders cover the
latest updates to the technology in this popular Wrox reference MVC 5 is the newest update
to the popular Microsoft technology that enables you to build dynamic, data-driven websites.
Like previous versions, this guide shows you step-by-step techniques on using MVC to best
advantage, with plenty of practical tutorials to illustrate the concepts. It covers controllers,
views, and models; forms and HTML helpers; data annotation and validation; membership,
authorization, and security. MVC 5, the latest version of MVC, adds sophisticated features
such as single page applications, mobile optimization, and adaptive rendering A team of top
Microsoft MVP experts, along with visionaries in the field, provide practical advice on basic
and advanced MVC topics Covers controllers, views, models, forms, data annotations,
authorization and security, Ajax, routing, ASP.NET web API, dependency injection, unit
testing, real-world application, and much more Professional ASP.NET MVC 5 is the
comprehensive resource you need to make the best use of the updated Model-ViewController technology.
Angular Manfred Steyer 2021-09-16 Verständlicher Angular-Einstieg mit durchgängigem
Praxisbeispiel Manfred Steyer ist bekannter Trainer und Berater mit Schwerpunkt Angular
Vermittelt die Grundlagen des Frameworks anhand einer Flight-Search-Anwendung
(Programmcode zum Download) Weiterführende Themen wie moderne Security-Szenarien,
Performance-Tuning, State Management mit NgRX und RxJS, Monorepos u.v.a.m. Manfred
Steyer, bekannter Trainer und Berater mit Schwerpunkt Angular, berücksichtigt in seinem
Praxisbuch alle aktuellen Entwicklungen einschließlich der Version 12. Die 3. Auflage wurde
durchgehend überarbeitet und ermöglicht durch eine flachere Lernkurve den einfachen
Einstieg. Anhand eines Beispielprojekts werden zunächst die Grundlagen des populären
Frameworks vermittelt: Komponenten, Datenbindung und Formulare, Services, Pipes,
Module, Routing sowie die dazugehörige Testautomatisierung. Der erste Teil vermittelt das
nötige Rüstzeug, um erfolgreich eine erste Angular-Anwendung zu entwickeln. Anschließend
geht es um weiterführende Themen, die für komplexe Geschäftsanwendungen wichtig sind:
moderne Security-Szenarien, Internationalisierung, Performance-Tuning, reaktive
Architekturen und State Management mit NgRX und RxJS, Bibliotheken und Monorepos.
ASP.NET Core 5 for Beginners Andreas Helland 2020-12-18 Learn how to build web
applications efficiently using ASP.NET Core 5 with the C# programming language and
related frameworks Key Features: Build web apps and services and cross-platform
applications using .NET and C# Understand different web programming concepts with the
help of real-world examples Explore the new features and APIs in ASP.NET Core 5, EF
Core, Visual Studio, and Blazor Book Description: ASP.NET Core 5 for Beginners is a
comprehensive introduction for those who are new to the framework. This condensed guide
takes a practical and engaging approach to cover everything that you need to know to start
using ASP.NET Core for building cloud-ready, modern web applications. The book starts
with a brief introduction to the ASP.NET Core framework and highlights the new features in
its latest release, ASP.NET Core 5. It then covers the improvements in cross-platform
support, the view engines that will help you to understand web development, and the new
frontend technologies available with Blazor for building interactive web UIs. As you advance,
you'll learn the fundamentals of the different frameworks and capabilities that ship with
ASP.NET Core. You'll also get to grips with securing web apps with identity implementation,
unit testing, and the latest in containers and cloud-native to deploy them to AWS and
Microsoft Azure. Throughout the book, you'll find clear and concise code samples that
illustrate each concept along with the strategies and techniques that will help to develop

scalable and robust web apps. By the end of this book, you'll have learned how to leverage
ASP.NET Core 5 to build and deploy dynamic websites and services in a variety of realworld scenarios. What You Will Learn: Explore the new features and APIs introduced in
ASP.NET Core 5 and Blazor Put basic ASP.NET Core 5 concepts into practice with the help
of clear and simple samples Work with Entity Framework Core and its different workflows to
implement your application's data access Discover the different web frameworks that
ASP.NET Core 5 offers for building web apps Get to grips with the basics of building
RESTful web APIs to work with real data Deploy your web apps in AWS, Azure, and Docker
containers Work with SignalR to add real-time notifications to your app Who This Book Is
For: This book is for developers who want to learn how to develop web-based applications
using the ASP.NET Core framework. Familiarity with the C# language and a basic
understanding of HTML and CSS is required to get the most out of this book.
ASP. NET Web API and Angular 2 Valerio de Sanctis 2016-10-31 The framework of choice
to build reactive, feature-rich Single Page Applications that just workAbout This Book*Learn
how to design Single Page Applications (SPAs) with the latest versions of the popular
frameworks Angular 2 and ASP.NET Web API*An explicit focus on understanding how the
two tools fit together gives this book a unique insight on how to make SPAs for you and your
clients that just work*This book covers all the major topics you need to create SPAs with
ASP.NET Web API and Angular 2: routing, creating clean URLs, handling data (OData), and
authenticationWho This Book Is ForThis book is for seasoned ASP.NET developers who
already know how to use ASP.NET Web API and AngularJS, but want to blend them
together to craft a production-ready SPA.What You Will Learn*Get to know the MVC 6 core
aspects such as Model and Web API Controller*Gain the required resources and configure
the MVC 6 interface*See how to client-route requests*Set-up the data model using entity
framework*Extend the client controllers*Secure your application against various security
threatsIn DetailFor most developers, writing code is a balance between maintainability and
productivity-how quickly can you write it versus how much more you have to write in the
future. Writing APIs goes some way to striking a balance, as you can have an API that feeds
data from your back-end to front-end service for consumption. Now, this front-end can
change to a mobile app, a website, desktop app, but what you do at the back doesn't change
and remains ASP.NET Web API.This book focuses on blending and connecting ASP.NET
Web API and AngularJS. We'll guide you through building a fully-featured, potentially
shippable SPA project with all its core aspects in place: readable URIs, OData retrieval,
authentication patterns, RESTful interfaces, and more.By the end of the book, you will be
able to make impressive SPAs using ASP.NET Web API and Angular 2.This book focuses
about blending/connecting together the two topic technologies: ASP.NET WebAPI and
AngularJS. The book aims to be a guide to the readers throughout by building a fullyfeatured, potentially shippable SPA project with all its core aspects in place: readable URIs,
OData retrieval, authentication patterns, RESTful interfaces and more.
Moderne Webanwendungen mit ASP.NET MVC 4 : ASP.NET MVC 4 im Einklang mit
ASP.NET Web API, Entity Framework und JavaScript-APIs Manfred Steyer 2013 "Das Web
hat sich verandert. Moderne Web-Anwendungen machen vermehrt von clientseitigen
Techniken, allen voran JavaScript, Gebrauch, um die Benutzerfreundlichkeit zu steigern. Sie
sind auf samtlichen mobilen Endgeraten lauffahig und unterstutzen mittlerweile auch OfflineSzenarien. Dieses Buch zeigt, wie Sie moderne Web-Anwendungen entwickeln konnen,
indem Sie serverseitige Frameworks aus dem .NET-Umfeld gekonnt umsetzen und sich
zeitgemaer clientseitiger Technologien bedienen. - Webanwendungen mit ASP.NET MVC REST-basierte Services mit ASP.NET WebAPI - Benachrichtigungs-Szenarien mit ASP.NET

SignalR - Reichhaltige Seiten mit JavaScript, AJAX, jQuery und knockout.js Datenbankzugriff mit Entity Framework - Web-Security inkl. erweiterter Szenarien mit WIF
und OAuth 2 - Mobile und offline-fahige Web-Anwendungen mit jQuery Mobile - ASP.NET
MVC erweitern - Testbare Systeme mit Dependency-Injection"
Mastering Angular 2 Rajesh Gunasundaram 2016-11-30 Work with the intricacies of Angular
2 to build efficient and flexible applicationsAbout This Book* Effectively structure, write, test,
and deploy your application* Harness the full power of Angular 2 by creating your own
components* Query and modify data in various back ends and become proficient with the
Promise APIWho This Book Is ForIf you are a JavaScript developer looking for a
comprehensive learning path that will take you from the essentials to a high intermediate
level, then this is the book for you. We assume that you have worked with Angular before
and are new to Angular2. Working knowledge of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript is
expected.What You Will Learn* Design and code an effective navigation schema in your web
application* Apply the dependency injection principle when designing Angular 2 components
and services* Secure your web application from unauthorized users* Quickly create complex
forms, taking full advantage of 2-way data binding* Unit test your code using the Jasmine
BDD testing and Protractor frameworks* Integrate Bootstrap with Angular 2 using native
directives* Utilize Angular 2 built-in classes to apply animation in your appIn DetailAre you a
JavaScript developer with some experience of Angular JS under your belt? Are you
wondering how the experts create more organized, readable, and testable code? Then your
wait ends with this book. We'll teach you to build faster, more efficient, and more flexible
applications.On this journey, you'll adopt the best practices and see an easier approach to
migrating your existing Angular 1 app to Angular 2. You'll work with components, implement
routing and navigation, and use asynchronous programming effectively using Observables.
You will learn about template syntax and beautify Angular 2 applications with Material
Design, then you'll progressively enhance your applications by managing services and
animations. Next you'll integrate Bootstrap with Angular 2 using native directives and test
your application using Jasmine and Protractor. At the end of the book, we'll dive deep into
design patterns and you'll see how to implement them in your very own application.
ASP.NET en C# con Visual Studio 2015 Brice-Arnaud GUÉRIN 2016-07-01 Este libro está
dirigido a los desarrolladores, arquitectos y administradores que deseen adoptar un enfoque
profesional en la realización de aplicaciones Web sacando el máximo provecho de
ASP.NET 4.5.2. Acompaña al lector en un estudio completo de la tecnologíaASP.NET y de
Visual Studio 2015. Cada tema se aborda con ejemplos prácticos y útiles, que se proveen
en C#. El lector comenzará con Visual Studio y sus herramientas (depuración, refactoring,
pruebas unitarias, pruebas de interfaz gráfica,...) y la evolución del lenguaje C#. El segundo
capítulo describe el funcionamiento de las aplicaciones IIS y explica cómo realizar módulos
específicos para el servidor Web. El libro estudia con profundidad losWeb Forms, AJAX,
jQuery, y proporciona componentes personalizados para crear gráficos. Los sitios MVC y
sus desarrollos SPA y Web API se presentan con ejemplos prácticos, así como su
securización. Los siguientes capítulos elaboran soluciones que aportan rapidez al desarrollo
y un mejor rendimiento en el acceso a las bases de datos ADO.NET, especialmente con los
nuevos componentes basados en LINQ y Entity Framework y los estados Reporting
Services. A continuación, se describe la securización unificada de los sitios Web OWIN (con
Google) y la personalización de la navegación (Web Parts y servicios Web WCF, REST). El
último capítulo describe la puesta en producción con ASP.NET y la infraestructura de
supervisiónHealth Monitoring así como el desarrollo de aplicaciones Web en la plataforma
CloudMicrosoft Azure. Los ejemplos de código del libro pueden descargarse del sitio web

www.ediciones-eni.com. Los capítulos del libro: Prólogo – Visual Studio 2015 y .NET 4.5.2 –
Los sitios web ASP.NET 4.5.2 – Los Web Forms – Los sitios web MVC – El acceso a datos
con ADO.NET 4.5.2 – Gestión del estado – Personalización y securización – Los servicios
web WCF y REST – Configuración, despliegue y administración
Microsoft Azure AI: A Beginner’s Guide Rekha Kodali 2022-04-21 Explore Azure AI Platform
KEY FEATURES ? Easy-to-follow tutorial for getting started with the Azure AI platform. ?
Integrated platform for developing, deploying, and managing AI apps. ? Includes real-world
scenarios and use-cases to fully explore Azure AI Platform. DESCRIPTION Microsoft Azure
AI A Beginner's Guide explains the fundamentals of Azure AI and some more advanced
topics. The sole objective of the book is to provide hands-on experience working with the
various services, APIs, and tools available in the Azure AI Platform. This book begins by
discussing the fundamentals of the Azure AI platform and the essential principles behind the
Azure AI ecosystem and services. Readers will become familiar with the essential services,
use cases, and examples provided by Azure AI Platform and Services, including Azure
Cognitive Services, Azure Computer Vision, Azure Applied AI Services, and Azure Machine
Learning. The author focuses on teaching how to utilize Azure Cognitive services to
construct intelligent apps, including Image Processing, Object Detection, Text Recognition,
OCR, Spatial Analysis, and Face Recognition using Computer Vision. Readers can
investigate Azure Applied AI Services, including Form Recognizer, Metrics Advisor,
Cognitive Search, Immersive Reader, Video Analyzer, and Azure Bot Service. Bot
Framework and the Bot Framework Emulator will be explored in further detail, and how they
can be used in AI applications to improve their conversational user interfaces. With Azure
Machine Learning Studio, you will also learn to incorporate machine learning into your
enterprise-level applications. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Get familiar with Azure AI Platform
and the cognitive capabilities of Azure. ? Learn to create apps that can process photos,
detect faces, and detect objects. ? Utilize OCR, handwriting recognition, and spatial analysis
in your development. ? Learn about Azure AI services like Form Recognizer, Metrics
Advisor, Cognitive Search, Azure Immersive Reader, and Video Analyzer. ? Try out several
NLP applications with the Azure BOT framework. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book
teaches AI developers, machine learning engineers, .NET developers, and architects how to
swiftly develop intelligent applications utilizing the Azure AI Platform. Knowledge of.NET
or.NET Core is strongly advised to get the most out of the book. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1
.Azure AI Platform and Services 2. Azure Computer Vision - Image Analysis, Processing,
Content Moderation, Object and Face Detection 3. Computer Vision - Text Recognition,
Optical Character Recognition, Spatial Analysis 4. Azure Cognitive Services - Custom
Applications leveraging Decision, Language, Speech, Web Search 5. Azure Applied AI
Services 6. Azure Applied AI Services -BOTs– A Brief Introduction 7. Machine LearningInfusing ML in Custom Applications using ML.NET 8. Machine Learning - Using Azure ML
Studio
Expert ASP.Net Web API 2 for MVC Developers Kian A. Donnelly 2015-08-12 Thoughtprovoking and accessible in approach, this updated and expanded second edition of the
Expert ASP.NET Web API 2 for MVC Developers provides a user-friendly introduction to the
subject, Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core
elements. A flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams
throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts.
This succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for advanced graduate-level
students. We hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career. Feel free to send
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